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THESIS PROPOSAL
for
The Master of Fine Arts Degree
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
TITLE i
PURPOSE i
Imagery of the Subconscious
To present a series of photographs showing
the emotional and psychological experiences
of a person during a one year period.
SUBMITTED BYi Thomas J. Petit
April 21, 1975
THESIS BOARD
Chief Advisor:
Associate Advisors t
Alan Klotz
Assistant Professor
Rochester Institute of Technology
Betty Hahn
Assistant Professor
S.P.A.S.
Rochester Institute of Technology
Douglas Coffey*
Assistant Professor
College of General Studies
Rochester Institute of Technology
^Professor Coffey did not have an active part in the prepar
ation of the thesis but was instrumental in the formation of
my ideas about and insights into the sphere of Art.
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SCOPE AND BACKGROUND OF THE THESIS
The ability of the photograph to show or evoke emotional
feelings is widely used in journalistic photography where
the pain and sorrow of war, diaster and other tragedies
of everyday life are documented. In the work of W. Eugene
Smith, an example of this type of photography, is a series
of photographs documenting the tragedy of industrial poison
ing in a Japanese fishing village. The sensitivity recorded
in these photographs is one of an overt consciousness of the
subject and the photographer's relationship with his subject.
The imagery to which this thesis will address itself is not
one of the consciosness as described above but the subcon
scious emotional and psychological identification to the
world around me. This identity is manifested in simple every
day photographs taken while at work and play.
I used a five dollar plastic camera which aided me in several
ways. The first advantage is the one of instant response to
my subject. Because I do not have to stop and caculate ex
posure time and f-stop, I am free to respond reflexively.
It is this reflexive act which allows the subconscious to
surface unhampered. Light leaks, frame overlap and color
aberration, faults inherent in the camera, all combine to
produce an image that has a direct relationship to the purpose
of the thesis, in that incompleteness or overlap is in a real
sense reminisent of the incomplete quality of emotion.
The foundation of this imagery is an emotional reaction to
objects and beings which people my world. The moment of ex
posure is not determined on a conscious relationship to what
is happening around me but on a more random basis for opening
and closing the shutter. The images recorded show my subcon
scious involvment with the subject matter. Emotions of love,
fear, joy, serenity and excitement are represented through
form, color, motion and subject. At first I thought the images
were just nice photographs of my surrondings and I continued
to work on this basis. When there was a drastic change in my
values and feelings about life there emerged or evolved a
greater subconscious component in this work. The thesis, in
its entirety, shows this change occurring in my emotional and
psychological being and each photograph in this series shows
this being at any one point in time. This representation is
the basis for the thesis.
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PROCEDURES
Although the work on my thesis started over a year ago,
it will not terminate with the exhibit, I consider the
exploration of my subconscious with this camera, and by
other means, to be an ongoing project which enlightens
and enriches my life.
The thesis will be a group of approximately 25 to 40 color
prints selected from 750 images. There will be two sizes,
6" by 6" on 8" by 10" paper and 6" by 12" on 11" by 14"
paper. Kodak Ektacolor 37 RC, N surface, will be the paper
used for all prints. The thesis prints will be mounted,
matted and framed.
The camera used for the work was an "Arrow". Technical info
rmation for all exposures is; f#-cloud (choice of sun, sun
and cloud, cloud), time-bulb (chioce of instant and bulb),
and focus-4 to 6ft. (choice of 4 to 6ft., 6 to 12ft., and
12ft. to inf.). The film used was kodak Ektacolor Professional
120, Type S. with 16-1 3/4" frames per roll.
The final thesis report will be submitted in accordance with
M.F.A. Committee requirements.
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EXPOSITION OF THE THESIS
Phase One
History of the camera and Period Number One, April 1974
to November 1974.
Three years ago, for a wedding present, I was given an
"Arrow" plastic camera as a joke about my photography.
The camera was stored in a box until April 1974 when I
was playing with some children from the neighborhood and
I decided to get the camera out of the closet and play
around with it. The only 120 film 1 had in the house was
Ektacolor Type S. I exposed one roll of the film not using
the view finder. When I developed the film I was surprised
to find that the images had an uncommon quality about them.
It took more than six months to find out what this quality
was and I will talk about this later in the exposition.
One characteristic that I noticed was the color seemed to
be more vivid than a regular color print. This character
istic was caused by the color aberration of the plastic lens,
The first impression I received from looking at these photo
graphs was one of being just nice images and I continued to
work on this idea. I started to carry the camera everywhere
and I used the images to complete a book for another course.
During the past three years I have been using a Leica M-4
and most of my photographic work seemed to be very stiff
and impersonal. I was dissatisfied with the work but I
was not able to pin point the problem. When I started to
use the Arrow my work changed and seemed to be much freer.
The factor that made the camera easier to use was the elim
ination of cauclating f-stop and exposure time. Because
of this I was able to react with my subject on a one to one
basis and not have my concentration broken. This change
in my work brought about another alteration from my pre
vious ideas about photography. Some of the work done by
other photographers was too abstract and I was not able to
understand what was going on in the images. Now my work
started to take on this abstract aspect and it gave me an
insight into reading the photographic image. The confidence
I had in this new work allowed me to talk about my work in
a way that I had never been able to do before.
Phase Two
Period Number Two, November 1974 to April 1975,
I would have to say that the months of November and Dec
ember 1974 was a period of time in which my values and
outlook on life made a drastic change. After a short
stay in the hospital I went through a period of depression
during which I did nothing in the photographic area. The
following three months was a period in which I changed my
ideas about what was important to me in life.
When I went home for Christmas I had the Arrow with me and
the children wanted to use it. I gave them instructions
and they were taking pictures through me. I went to several
homes over the Christmas vacation and I took the Arrow with
me. When I got back to Rochester I had twenty rolls of film
to develope. After the proof sheets were made I noticed
that all the images were very dark in color and they had a
detached quality. At first I did not think much about it ,
but one night I ordered all the work in a perfect time se
quence and ail of a sudden I was able to see what was going
on in this work and with this camera. The quality that was
in the work described in period one and this quality in the
latest work were one in the same. What I saw in the over
view was a mirror reflection of my emotions in the images.
At this point I really became excited because it was the
first time I could see a real statement forming in the
images. I took the camera with me everywhere I went and
and started to photograph every person or object that I
felt any sort emotional reaction with or psychological
bridge being built.
Now that the images had a definite meaning to me, I start-
ed to take more and more photographs. I would say on the
average I was shooting ten rolls of film a week. Looking
through the proof sheets I could see a personal diary of
my emotions being recorded.
Most of the work showed the emotions of fear and love. The
fear was coming from my uncertainty about my physical health
and the love was generated by my love for life and the people
close to me.
Phase Three
Period Number Three, April 1975 to May 1975.
The time of crisis in my life had passed and the change
in emotional and psychological being was complete. Now
a period of new adventures and new directions started to
surface in the photographic images. The fear and love
was no longer present in the work and it was replaced by
a feeling of uncertainness and wandering.
I thought if I looked at the work done during the last
year, as a whole, I would be able to see a complete circle
but this was not the case. After the crisis had passed I
did not go back to my original state of mind but instead I
entered a limbo looking for a new direction and that is where
I am at the present time.
Phase Four
Choosing the Prints for the Thesis Show.
In early May 1 started to edit the photographs for the
thesis show. I knew what the images said to me and now
I had to pick the strongest images in order to relate
this message of emotional and psychological change. Out
of 1200 exposures I had to choose 39. Some of the photo
graphs were done in black and white and for some reason
they did not seem as effective as the ones done in color
so they were ruled out. The criterion set for each photo
graph was a simple one. The images had to carry the strong
est statement of emotional being possible. Love, fear, joy,
serenity and excitement show the progression of my psychol
ogical being over a one year period. When I started to do
the final printing I had the number of images down to sixty.
The final choices were made as I was framing the show.
Technical Information
The thesis show consisted of 29 - 6%" by 6%" images printed
on 8" by 10" Kodak Ektacolor 37 RC, N surface paper and 10 -
6%" by 13" images on 11" by 14" also printed on Kodak Ekta
color 37 RC, N surface paper. The 6%" by 6%" prints were
single images and the 6%" by 13" prints were two images in
sequence on a strip of negatives. All the prints were matted
with archival mat board. The 6%" by 6%" prints were framed
in 11" by 14" polished aluminum frames and the 6%" by 13"
prints were framed in 14" by 17" polished aluminum frames.
Kodak Ektacolor S Professional film was used for all expos
ures. Kodak C-22 processing was used for all film. There
were 16-1 3/4" frames per roll of 120 size film.
All proofing was done on Unicolor 8" by 10" semi glossy
finish paper. There were 80 sheets with 15 frames per
sheet for a total of 1200 images.
Final prints were spotted with Peerless water colors.
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Printing Information
Print Number Exposure Data White Light Data
1 CP 45M CC 00M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
CC 00M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
CC 00M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
CC 00M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 85
CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
8 CP 35M CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
CP 50Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
7 ,Sec.
CP 45M
CP 50Y
CP 2B
f-;11
7 ;Sec.
CP 45M
CP 50Y
CP 2B
f- 11
10 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f- 11
7 !Sec.
CP 45M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-;11
10 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
7 ;Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
7 :Sec.
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
10 Sec.
Print Number Exposure Data White Light Data
9 CP 35M CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
10 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
11 CP 45M CC OOM
CC +15Y
12 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-]Ll
8 Sec.
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
7 !Sec.
CP 40Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
ii Sec.
CP 45Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
n Sec.
CP 35M
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-:L6
10 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:11
15 Sec.
CP 45M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
20 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
20 Sec.
Ex. Factor 95
Ex. Factor 95
Ex. Factor 95
13 CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
14 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
15 CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 85
16 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
10
Print Number Exposure Data White Light Data
17 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
18 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
19 CP 45M CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 85
20 CP 45M CC -05M
CC +15
Ex. Factor 85
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f-11
7 Sec.
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-11
25 Sec.
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-]Ll
14 Sec.
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-8
10 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
20 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
17 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f- Ll
30 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f- 11
17 Sec.
21 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
22 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
23 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
24 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
a
Print Number Exposure Data White Light Data
25 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
26 CP 45M CC OOM
CC +15Y
27 CP 40M CC OOM
CC+15Y
28 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
CP 45Y
CP 2B
f-]Ll
10 Sec.
CP 50Y
CP 2B
f-8
15 Sec.
CP 65Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
20 Sec.
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
7 JSec.
CP 35M
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-;11
14 Sec.
CP 35M
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f- Ll
10 Sec.
CP 40M
CP 45Y
CP 2B
f- Ll
9 ,Sec. .
CP 40M
CP 45Y
CP 2B
f- Ll
9 ;Sec.
Ex. Factor 95
Ex. Factor 95
Ex. Factor 95
29 CC -05M
CC +I5Y
Ex. Factor 75
30 CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
31 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
32 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
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Print Number Exposure Data White Light Data
33 CP 45M CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
34 CP 40M CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
35 CP 35M CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
36 CP 35M CC -05M
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 75
CP 50Y
CP 2B
f-;Ll
7 :Sec.
CP 45Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
9 iSec.
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f-:11
10 Sec,
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f-:L6
10 Sec
CP 40M
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
6 iSec.
CP 40M
CP 60Y
CP 2B
f-5. 6
10 Sec,
CP 40M
CP 55Y
CP 2B
f-:Ll
7 iSec.
37 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
38 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
39 CC OOM
CC +15Y
Ex. Factor 95
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